
Little Few

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

The nurse in attendance, a trustworthy man enough in the main, finding his
patient in a tranquil sleep, left his bedside for a _________ fresh air.
1.

He was frightened by the effect he had produced, and like most men with
but _________ courage, he sought at once to justify himself by bullying.
2.

A _________ yards farther was the gate.3.

For books she had _________ time, except the books of her specialty.4.

Amongst the various countenances which I admitted during the period of
my answering the bell, there were two which particularly pleased me, and
which belonged to an elderly yeoman and his wife, whom some _________
business had brought to our law sanctuary.

5.

A _________ minutes after the gun was loaded.6.

One day, after a long morning's chase he stopped to rest near a brook in
the shade of a _________ wood, where a splendid tent had been prepared
for him.

7.

After a _________ time, I produced a bottle of the cordial of which I have
previously had occasion to speak, and made my guest take a considerable
draught.

8.

The kind-hearted creature wept bitterly at our story, but, being poor herself,
could give us _________ help.
9.

He turned to one of the pools on the rock and lapped a _________ water,
which produced immediate relief.
10.

The room was strongly illuminated; but it contained _________ furniture
except a heavy table and a chair or two, the hearth was innocent of fire, and
the pavement was but sparsely strewn with rushes clearly many days old.

11.
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And when the boy had bowed and withdrawn, she threw herself into a
chair, and with _________ respect for the pretty device of the pierced heart
with which the note was sealed, she tore it open and devoured its contents.

12.

By the hearth, whence a _________ heat still came forth from the ashes,
she cowered down.
13.

The situation may be described in a _________ words.14.

The dining-room was a very long apartment, and was reached through a
passage; so that John, upon his entrance, brought but _________ light with
him, and must move towards the windows with spread arms, groping and
knocking on the furniture.

15.

However, the _________ warmth left in me melted the snow about me;
and when I recovered consciousness, I found myself in the middle of a round
hole, where I stood shouting as long as I could.

16.

For a _________ moments he did not speak.17.

No, no, Isabella had felt as _________ genuine love for him as he for her!18.

It will only be a _________ moments now.19.

He intended to go into the desert with very _________ luggage, as the
oracle seemed to direct.
20.
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